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Record every language, a village at a time
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[[User:0x010C]] · Antoine Lamielle
Only 3% of the Wiktionary entries have an audio record (and it’s even less on Wikipedia or Wikidata)
Why audio records?

- For our readers
- Reach new volunteers
- Reach minority languages
- Include oral cultures
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- For our readers
- Reach new volunteers
- Reach minority languages
- Include oral cultures

- Language learning apps
- Linguistic studies
- Voice recognition
- ...

Benoit Rochon / cc-by-sa 3.0
Audio recording is hard

~100 words recorded per hour for skilled and trained contributors
Audio recording was hard

LINGUA LIBRE

"I want to make some pronunciation records"

One easy-to-use tool, no installation needed, no sound-editing skills to have

BOT

Files are on Commons

Edit automatically Wikipedia/Wiktionary pages

~1000 words recorded per hour
for any contributor
Let’s do a record session!

Yes, right now.
You must have...

- An Internet connexion
- A web browser
- A microphone
- A Wikimedia account
You must NOT have...

- Internet Explorer
- Too much noise around you
Get in touch!

- [[User:0x010C|Antoine Lamielle]]
- [[meta:Lingua Libre]]
- Twitter: @LingLibre_WMFr
- https://lingualibre.fr
Thank you!
Enkosi!